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We have added a new monochromatic display mode in LP360 as well as rearranged the hillshade 

options to a more logical arrangement. 

A monochromatic display is just what it implies – a solid, single color display of all points regardless of 

attributes such as class or return number.  This mode of display is ideal for hillshades where you wish to 

accentuate some aspect of the data.  A classic example is to detect three dimensional attributes of the 

data within the 2D display. 

You could always achieve a monochromatic display in LP360 by trickery such as setting up a Live View 

filter of Returns with all returns coded to the same color.  However, this was a bit inconvenient and a bit 

of an Easter egg.   

A second annoyance we have corrected in LP360 (recall, this is the standalone version) is to move the 

hillshade toggle from the QC toolbar to the main display toolbar.  This makes more sense because 

hillshade is used in many areas other than just QC.  Finally, we made the hillshade settings for the Map 

View independent of the 3D View.  The new toolbar layout is depicted in Figure 1.  The new 

Monochromatic display setting is one of the many display modes on the Display palette.  The hillshade 

tool appears the same as in past versions but has been moved to the main toolbar. 

 

Figure 1:  New Main Toolbar layout 

As with some of the other tools on the main toolbar, there is a short cut to move to the settings page for 

monochromatic and hillshade.  Just hold down the CTRL (control) key and left click the Hillshade button 

(the boxed button on the right in Figure 1).  This brings up the LAS Layer Properties dialog with the tab 

set to the new Mono/Hillshade tab (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2:  LAS Layer Properties dialog set to the Mono/Hillshade tab 

Just click on the color button under Monochromatic Color to invoke the standard LP360 color picker.  

The illumination properties in the lower section are the setting for the hill shader.  An example of using 

the monochromatic display mode to render a scene in grey with hlllshading (Triangulated Irregular 

Network, TIN, mode) is depicted in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3:  A monochromatic (grey color selected), hill shaded images 

Note that all display modes work with the Monochromatic mode, such as modulating by return intensity 

(if you are using dense image matching data from Pix4D, use our Point Cloud Task that generates 

intensity data from RGB to fix the Pix4D data).  An example of an intensity modulated image is shown in 

Figure 4.  Here the monochromatic color has been set to yellow, hillshade enabled and intensity 

modulated.   
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Figure 4:  Intensity Modulated Monochromatic Image 

Note that the Monochromatic mode works with both point and TIN display modes.  Hillshade, of course, 

only has an affect while in TIN display mode.  You do need to be aware that you can get some 

unexpected results with monochromatic mode, such as a TIN display with hillshade and intensity 

modulation both off.  This will result in literally a monochromatic display with no features at all!   

However, point display can be interesting with intensity modulation.  An example of a monochromatic 

display set to red with intensity modulation shown in point mode is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5:  Monochromatic, Intensity Modulated Point display 

We think you will find this new display mode a welcome addition to LP360.  In addition, the 

reorganization of the hillshade tool and hillshade parameter settings makes this feature much more 

convenient to use.   

 

 


